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Abstract—Optical coherence tomography (OCT) and ultrasound (US) are methods widely used for diagnostic
imaging of the eye. These techniques detect discontinuities in optical refractive index and acoustic impedance,
respectively. Because these both relate to variations in tissue density or composition, OCT and US images share
a qualitatively similar appearance. In photoacoustic imaging (PAI), short light pulses are directed at tissues, pressure is generated due to a rapid energy deposition in the tissue volume and thermoelastic expansion results in generation of broadband US. PAI thus depicts optical absorption, which is independent of the tissue characteristics
imaged by OCT or US. Our aim was to demonstrate the application of PAI in ocular tissues and to do so with lateral
resolution comparable to OCT. We developed two PAI assemblies, both of which used single-element US transducers and lasers sharing a common focus. The first assembly had optical and 35-MHz US axes offset by a 30 angle.
The second assembly consisted of a 20-MHz ring transducer with a coaxial optics. The laser emitted 5-ns pulses at
either 532 nm or 1064 nm, with spot sizes at the focus of 35 mm for the angled probe and 20 mm for the coaxial probe.
We compared lateral resolution by scanning 12.5 mm diameter wire targets with pulse/echo US and PAI at each
wavelength. We then imaged the anterior segment in whole ex vivo pig eyes and the choroid and ciliary body region
in sectioned eyes. PAI data obtained at 1064 nm in the near infrared had higher penetration but reduced signal
amplitude compared to that obtained using the 532 nm green wavelength. Images were obtained of the iris, choroid
and ciliary processes. The zonules and anterior cornea and lens surfaces were seen at 532 nm. Because the laser spot
size was significantly smaller than the US beamwidth at the focus, PAI images had superior resolution than those
obtained using conventional US. (E-mail: rsilverman@rri-usa.org) Ó 2010 World Federation for Ultrasound
in Medicine & Biology.
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Fujimoto 2008; Huang et al. 1991), a low-coherence light
beam is split into reference (mirror) and sample (tissue)
paths and then recombined interferometrically to allow
detection of optical backscatter along the sample path as
a function of range. Optical backscatter results from the
presence of refractive index discontinuities, which in
soft tissues may include connective tissues, cytoplasmic
organelles, cell nuclei and melanin granules (Tuchin
2007), structural elements that may also produce acoustic
backscatter, especially at higher frequencies. Despite their
differences and the higher resolution of OCT, there is
a remarkable similarity in the qualitative appearance of
ultrasound biomicroscopy (UBM) and OCT images
because discontinuities in tissue density are the source
of backscatter in both cases. Diagnostic imaging would
benefit from the use of multiple imaging modes depicting
independent tissue properties. In this report, we describe

INTRODUCTION
Ultrasound (US) and optical coherence tomography
(OCT) each play an invaluable role in diagnostic imaging
of the eye. In high-resolution ophthalmic US (Ishikawa
and Schulman 2004; Silverman 2009), a focused highfrequency acoustic pulse emitted by the piezoelectric
element of the transducer propagates through tissue and
reflections are produced where the US wave encounters
acoustic impedance (density x speed-of-sound) discontinuities. The time delay to each reflection detected by the
transducer is proportional to range. In OCT (Drexler and
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the use of high-resolution photoacoustic imaging (also
known as optoacoustic imaging), a modality that meets
this criterion in respect to both US and OCT.
In photoacoustic imaging (PAI) (Oraevsky et al.
1993, 1994; Kruger 1994; Xu and Wang 2006; Oraevsky
and Karabutov 2003), absorption of a short light pulse
by chromophores present in a tissue results in local tissue
volume expansion, generation of a pressure gradient and
outward propagation of broadband ultrasound. The
magnitude of this PAI signal is proportional to local
fluence and the optical absorption coefficient of the
illuminated tissue at the wavelength of the light source.
Hence, images produced by this method represent optical
absorption, a parameter that is independent of those
depicted by US or OCT. Because optical absorption may
take place with either ballistic or scattered photons and
because acoustic scattering is far less than optical
scattering, PAI can image deeper into tissue than can
OCT, which is degraded by optical scattering.
To attain a given spatial resolution with PAI, light
pulse duration must be shorter than the thermal and stress
confinement traversal times for a region of the desired
resolution dimension (Oraevsky et al. 1993). Because
thermal diffusion is several orders of magnitude slower
than stress (pressure) relaxation, the latter parameter determines resolution. However, the actual axial and lateral
resolution obtained with a PAI system is limited by the
bandwidth and focal properties of the US transducer
used to detect the PAI signal. Because the detected broadband PAI signal is convolved with the impulse response of
the transducer, resolution is limited to c/6f, where c is the
speed of sound and 6f represents bandwidth. PAI is
somewhat advantageous compared with pulse/echo ultrasound in this respect because the higher frequency components of the broadband photoacoustic signal suffer
relatively less attenuation as they traverse intervening
tissues in only one direction.
For PAI performed with an unfocused light source,
lateral resolution simply corresponds to the beamwidth
of the ultrasound transducer. If, however, the laser spot
size is smaller than the acoustic beamwidth, lateral resolution will be superior to that obtained with an unfocused
laser to a tissue depth such that optical scattering causes
the laser beam diameter to spread to that of the ultrasound
beamwidth. Maslov et al. for example, demonstrated use
of a focused laser for PAI of superficial subcutaneous
capillaries in mice (Maslov et al. 2008).
The eye, shown schematically in Figure 1, is unique
in offering optical access to internal structures such as the
retina via the cornea, crystalline lens, the fluid-filled anterior chamber and the gel-like vitreous all of which (in
healthy eyes) have low absorption and negligible light
scattering. The superficiality of ocular tissues confers
some advantage to focusing. The mean free path of trans-
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Fig. 1. Schematic drawing of eye. (Courtesy of National Eye
Institute).

port (the mean distance between photon scatterings) at
633 nm for the retina, the retinal pigment epithelium
and the choroid are reported to be 1 mm, 10 mm and 86
mm, respectively (Hammer et al. 1995; Rovati et al.
2007). Because the retinal mean free path of transport
exceeds retinal thickness (about 0.25 mm in humans),
OCT, which relies on ballistic photons, can image the
retina with great success. Hence, the use of a focused
pulsed laser will be advantageous for PAI imaging of
this tissue and possibly the underlying choroid as well.
By focusing the laser, lateral resolution comparable to
OCT (on the order of 10 mm) may be achievable and
this may well be a requirement for clinical relevance and
acceptance. Furthermore, focusing allows use of a lower
power laser since only a tiny spot is illuminated.
The major light-absorbing biomolecules in the eye
are melanin and hemoglobin. Melanin, present in the
uvea (iris, choroid, ciliary body) and in pigmented tumors,
has maximum absorption in the ultraviolet, decreasing
monotonically through the visible to the near infrared
(NIR) (Sardar et al. 2001). Hemoglobin, present in the
rich microvasculature of the uveal tract, in other superficial microvessels of the eye (retina, conjunctiva) and in
pathologic neovascularization (including tumors), has
peak absorption at around 580 nm but with distinct differences between oxy- and deoxy-hemoglobin, e.g., with the
former peaking broadly in the NIR at approximately 1 mm
and the latter near 757 nm (Wray et al. 1988).
PAI and US imaging can be performed simultaneously, since the US transducer can operate in either
pulse/echo mode or receive only mode (for PAI). This
provides a mechanism for imaging of two independent
tissue characteristics: acoustic impedance discontinuity
and optical absorption (Emelianov et al. 2004). Furthermore, PAI scans performed at multiple optical
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wavelengths can depict multiple pigments, e.g., hemoglobin and melanin (Oh et al. 2006).
In this article, we describe a prototype PAI system
utilizing a focused laser to image ex vivo ocular tissues.

METHODS
The PAI system was composed of acoustic and
optical subsystems, the photoacoustic assembly and the
scanning and data acquisition systems.
Two probe configurations, shown schematically in
Figure 2, were fabricated. The first consisted of
a custom-made focused 35-MHz single-element polymer
US transducer with a 6-mm aperture and 12-mm focal
length (Panametrics-NDT, Waltham, MA, USA) and
optical axis oriented at a 30-degree angle to the acoustic
axis while sharing a common focal point. The second
configuration consisted of a custom 20-MHz singleelement lithium niobate ring transducer fabricated at the
Resource Center for Medical Ultrasonic Transducer Technology, University of Southern California. This probe had
a 12 mm outer diameter, 5 mm inner diameter and 30 mm
focal length. The optics were inserted through the central
aperture of the transducer, allowing coaxial optical and
acoustic beams with a common focus (Kong et al. 2009).

Fig. 2. Schematic drawings of the photoacoustic assemblies. (a)
The angled assembly utilized a focused 35-MHz single-element
transducer, U. The pulsed laser, L, was introduced using
a photonic crystal fiber and focused with a microlens to a point
coinciding with that of the ultrasound transducer. (b) The coaxial
assembly used a 20-MHz ring transducer, U, with a 5-mm central
aperture. Laser pulses were introduced though the central aperture with a photonic crystal fiber and focused with a microlens
to a point coincident with the acoustic focus.
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The optical system utilized a diode-pumped
passively Q-switched Cr,Nd:YAG microchip laser as the
irradiation source (Zhou et al. 1993). The laser generated
5-ns pulses at a wavelength of 1064 nm and repetition rate
of 500 Hz. The output of the Q-switched laser was then
frequency-doubled in a potassium titanium oxide phosphate (KTP) crystal to produce 532-nm pulses. The crystals for the laser and harmonic generation were purchased
from Casix, Inc. (Fuzhou, China) and the laser device was
developed at Hunter College. With a conversion efficiency of 50%, the energy after the conversion is approximately equally divided in 532 nm and 1064 nm and either
wavelength may be selected by a filter. The laser pulses
were coupled into to a 2-meter-long photonic crystal fiber
(LMA-35 for the angled set-up and LMA-20 for the
coaxial setup; NKT Photonics, Birkerod, Denmark).
A plano-convex lens was used to project the image of
the exit end of the fiber to the focal plane of the transducer.
By placing the exit end of the fiber at twice the focal
distance in air, the image is formed at two times the focal
distance in water with a magnification of 1, producing
a laser spot size at the focus equal to the fiber core diameter. The position of the fiber end was adjusted with
a three-dimensional (3-D) translational stage to ensure
a common focus of the laser and ultrasonic beams. For
the angled set-up, the focal length of the imaging lens
was 7.5 mm (in air) and the core diameter of the fiber
was 35 mm. For the co-axial set-up, the focal length was
12 mm and the fiber core diameter was 20 mm.
The probe was attached to computer-controlled
linear stages allowing positioning to a precision of 1 mm
in three orthogonal axes. During scanning, the laser
emitted pulses at a rate of 500 Hz and the rate of linear
motion of the stage was calculated to place vectors at
evenly spaced user-specified intervals. Each light pulse
was detected by a photodiode and this was used for
synchronization.
In PAI mode, the US pulser/receiver (Model 5900;
Panametrics-NDT, Waltham, MA, USA) was used as
a passive receiver and the photodiode signal was used to
trigger the digitizer. In pulse/echo mode, the laser
continued to pulse as usual and the photodiode signal
was used to trigger both the ultrasound pulser and the digitizer. Ultrasound data were acquired at 12-bit resolution at
a sample rate of 400 MHz. In all cases, range between the
PAI probe and the tissue under study was adjusted so as to
place the region of interest in the focal zone.
The PAI signal appears at one-half the temporal
delay of the pulse/echo signal. Since the speed of light
is effectively instantaneous, the PAI signal need travel
only one-way, while in pulse/echo mode the pulse must
travel from the transducer to the tissue and the echoes
then travel the same distance back to the transducer.
This, in principle, allows PAI and conventional pulse/
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echo US data to be acquired simultaneously, although in
our experiments we first acquired US and then PAI data
to allow optimization of gain and gate settings for each
mode.
We first scanned a 12.5 mm thick aluminum wire
(Omega Engineering, Stanford, CT, USA) to ascertain
lateral resolution in both pulse/echo and PAI modes as
a function of range. Scans were acquired at range intervals
of 0.25 mm and the 6-dB width of the wire target was
measured as well as the 6-dB depth of field.
We then imaged fresh ex vivo pig eyes that were
obtained from a commercial abattoir. After immersing
the whole eye in normal saline solution, we imaged the
anterior segment through the cornea. We then cut the
globe circumferentially in the region of the pars plana to
separate the anterior segment from the remainder of the
globe. We removed the vitreous (taking the fragile retina
with it) and the lens. We then laid the posterior segment
face upwards, scanned and acquired US and PAI data.
We then positioned the anterior segment with the internal
structures facing upwards and acquired US and PAI data.
RESULTS
For the 35-MHz angled probe, the 6-dB lateral width
of the wire target in the focal plane was 90 mm in pulse/
echo mode and under 30 mm in photoacoustic mode at
532 nm and 1064 nm. The angled probe had a very limited
photoacoustic depth-of-field, measuring about 100 mm,
defined by the region in which the laser beam crosses the
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focal zone of the ultrasound transducer. For the 20 MHz
coaxial ring probe, the wire target reflection at the focus
was 192 mm in pulse/echo mode. In photoacoustic mode,
the width of the wire target was 24 mm at both 532 nm
and 1064 nm. For the coaxial probe, the photoacoustic
depth-of-field was approximately 5 mm in clear media.
We next obtained photoacoustic and pulse/echo
images of ex vivo pig eyes. For reference in interpreting
photoacoustic images of ocular structures, histologic
cross-sections of the anterior segment and posterior of
a human eye (similar anatomically to pig) are provided
in Figure 3.
Figure 4 shows comparative US and PAI images of
the iris obtained using the angled 35-MHz assembly at
1064 nm. While all the anterior segment structures are
visualized in pulse/echo ultrasound, only the iris is detected photoacoustically due to the presence of melanin
in this structure. US and PAI images of the anterior
segment obtained using the coaxial 20-MHz system
with a 532-nm pulsed laser are shown in Figure 5. Here,
primarily the anterior surface of the iris is seen in the photoacoustic image due to the stronger absorption of light by
melanin at this wavelength. Surprisingly, the anterior
surfaces of the cornea and crystalline lens are seen. The
sharpness of these surfaces appears far superior in the photoacoustic image to that seen in the 20-MHz pulse/echo
image.
To rule out the possibility of nonlinear two-photon
absorption as the cause of the lens surface signal, we
imaged the lens surface at a series of five pulse energies

Fig. 3. Histologic sections of human anterior segment (left) and posterior coats (right). The iris, ciliary body and choroid,
collectively constituting the uvea, are highly vascular pigmented tissues. The iris pigment epithelium and the retinal pigment
epithelium are highly pigmented layers lining the posterior surfaces of the iris and retina respectively. The ciliary processes
are arranged in a radial fashion with respect to the pupil. (C 5 cornea; I 5 iris; PE 5 iris pigment epithelium; CB 5 ciliary
body; S 5 sclera; R 5 retina; RPE 5 retinal pigment epithelium; Ch 5 choroid. Hematoxylin and eosin stain, 340 original
magnification. Histologic section courtesy of Patrice F. Spitalnik MD, Dept. of Pathology, Columbia University
Medical Center.)
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Fig. 4. Comparative images of the anterior segment of an ex vivo pig eye performed with (a) 35 MHz pulse/echo ultrasound
and (b) by photoacoustic imaging at 1064 nm. In the conventional ultrasound imaging, all anterior segment structures are
visualized, including the cornea, C, iris, I, ciliary body, CB and the anterior lens capsule, L. In the photoacoustic image,
only the iris, pigmented with melanin, is seen.

ranging from 0.11 to 1.8 mJ at 532 nm. At each pulse
energy, we recorded the maximum peak-to-peak voltage
of the 50-dB amplified photoacoustic signal from three
adjacent vectors at the same position in each scan. We

then plotted the mean values of photoacoustic amplitude
against laser pulse energy and determined the correlation
coefficient. Results, shown in Figure 6, demonstrated
a linear relationship (R2 5 0.987).

Fig. 5. Pulse/echo (a) and 532-nm photoacoustic image (b) of anterior segment of ex vivo pig eye obtained using 20-MHz
probe with coaxial optics. The pulse/echo image shows reflections from the specular corneal (C) surfaces and that of the lens
(L), as well as backscatter from the iris (I). The pigmented iris absorbs light and hence is visible photoacoustically. The anterior surfaces of the cornea and the lens both produce photoacoustic signals. Also present in the photoacoustic image are semirandom signals appearing a few microseconds after large acoustic emissions, possibly due to collapse of microbubbles.
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Fig. 6. Plot of peak-to-peak voltage of ultrasound signal from
surface of lens versus laser pulse energy as measured at fiber
tip. Linear relationship indicates that this signal originates
from conventional optical absorption rather than nonlinear
process such as two-photon absorption. Error bars represent
95% confidence bounds.

Photoacoustic and US images of the excised posterior of the eye are shown in Figures 7 and 8. In
Figure 7, the 20-MHz ring transducer with coaxial 532nm pulsed laser was used for PAI. The pulse/echo US
image clearly depicts the choroidal surface and underlying
sclera, but due to speckle, the choroidal/scleral interface is
hard to discern. The PAI image shows a very sharp depiction of the choroidal surface but with limited penetration
due to the strong absorption of the green laser by melanin.
Figure 8 presents comparative pulse/echo and photoacoustic images of the choroid obtained at 532 nm and
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1064 nm. While the signal-to-noise is lower at 1064 nm,
the lower optical attenuation at this wavelength allows
clear depiction of both surfaces of the choroid.
The region of the ciliary body was scanned by cutting
the eye in half in a coronal section through the pars plana.
After removal of the lens, the anterior segment was placed
with the internal structures of the anterior segment face-up
allowing them to be scanned photoacoustically. Figure 9
shows comparative US and PAI images obtained in
a scan plane running perpendicular to the orientation of
the ciliary processes. The 20-MHz US image provides
very limited diagnostic information but there is some
hint of the ciliary body and underlying sclera. The PAI
images clearly depict multiple ciliary processes as well
as zonular fibers at high-resolution. The bright ‘‘corrugated’’ surface underlying the processes is consistent
with the anatomy of the iris pigment epithelium.
DISCUSSION
In this article we demonstrated high-resolution PAI
of ex vivo eyes. We found that images in the NIR provided
better penetration than those obtained with the green (532nm) laser but with reduced sensitivity. PAI images were
distinctly different in appearance from those obtained
with pulse/echo ultrasound. In pulse/echo ultrasound,
significant reflections and backscatter occur in the sclera,
iris and choroid and primarily surface reflections from
more homogeneous tissues such as the cornea and lens.
In contrast, photoacoustic signals were generated
primarily by pigmented tissues including the iris, ciliary
body and choroid.

Fig. 7. Pulse/echo (a) and photoacoustic (b) images of the choroid in an ex vivo pig eye obtained with the 20-MHz ring
transducer using a 532-nm green laser. In pulse/echo mode, the choroidal surface and underlying sclera all produce echoes.
In the photoacoustic image, a large signal is generated at the choroidal surface. Note the shadow from debris anterior to the
choroidal surface (possibly detached retina). Acoustic signals appear in the photoacoustic image several microseconds after
encountering strong absorbance by the choroid. In (c), the photoacoustic data (rendered in green) are superimposed on the
gray-scale pulse/echo data to form a fused image.
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Fig. 8. Pulse/echo images of the choroid of an ex vivo pig eye (a) and coregistered photoacoustic images obtained at 532
nm (b) and 1064 nm (c). The 1064-nm near-infrared laser provides better penetration, allowing depiction of the full thickness of the choroid. The 532-nm green laser produces a higher amplitude signal, but also greater absorption and lower penetration than the infrared laser.

Surprisingly given their apparent optically transparency, the anterior lens and corneal surfaces produced
PAI signals at 532 nm. We considered two-photon
absorption (Shen 1984) as a possible explanation. A
chromophore that absorbs in the UV (e.g., at 532/2 5
266 nm) can also be excited by two photons of green
(532 nm) visible light that are absorbed nearly simultaneously. Since UV is strongly absorbed, this might
have explained the photoacoustic signal from the lens
surface. However, the power densities used in our experiment were several orders of magnitude lower than those
reported to generate this effect in tissues (Levene et al.
2004), making this mechanism seem unlikely. Furthermore, since two-photon absorption increases quadratically with fluence, our experimental finding of a linear
relationship between pulse energy and photoacoustic
amplitude (Fig. 6) rules out this mechanism and supports
conventional absorption. It is known that some absorption, increasing with age, does occur in the human lens
(Ranjan and Beedu 2006). In the pig lens, the fractional
absorption at 532 nm is reported to be approximately
0.003 for light traversing its full thickness, indicating
that it is quite transparent at this wavelength (Lei and
Yao 2006). Lei and Yao (2006), however, also observed
higher absorption in lenses from pigmented than from
albino mice and suggested that a thin tissue layer at
the lens surface might absorb strongly or that an
unknown chromophore may be present. Another possibility is that post-mortem changes might have increased
surface absorption. Future in vivo studies will help
clarify the source of this signal.
In the present study, imaging of the choroid and
ciliary body were performed by sectioning the eye. This
set-up facilitated illumination of these tissues by the

pulsed laser and allowed us to avoid attenuation of the
ultrasound signal by the crystalline lens, which is a strong
acoustic absorber, as well as the optical and acoustic
refractive effects of these structures. For PAI of the
retina/choroid in intact globes, several potential
approaches suggest themselves. First, an angled arrangement between the US probe and the laser would allow
the laser to be introduced through the pupil while the
acoustic signal would reach the transducer through
a path avoiding the lens. Alternatively, a ring-transducer
arrangement could allow acoustic attenuation by the lens
to be avoided, but a larger inner aperture would be
required to avoid the lens, which is approximately 1 cm
in diameter. It may also be possible to use a simple coaxial
arrangement: because the PAI signal only crosses the crystalline lens in one direction, as opposed to the two-way
traversal in pulse/echo ultrasonography, attenuation
would be significantly less than that experienced in
conventional US. This might allow use of transducer
frequencies as high as 20 MHz. However, the cornea
and lens also introduce refractive effects on the optical
beam, shortening the optical focal length and displacing
the optical focal point inwards towards the eye’s optical
axis when the light beam enters the eye from a non-axial
position. Our analyses indicate that these effects can
measure in hundreds of microns at the retina, and thus
must be compensated for in any focused PAI system’s
design.
PAI may be of particular value in imaging the eye in
small animals, especially in rats and mice, where the sclera
may be thin enough (10-20 mm in mice (Demetriades et al.
2008) compared with 500–1000 mm in humans) to allow
penetration of light directly through the sclera rather
than via the cornea/pupil route.
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Fig. 9. 20-MHz pulse/echo (a) and 532-nm photoacoustic images (b) of the ciliary body in an ex vivo pig eye. These images
were obtained by excising the anterior segment with a 360-degree incision in the region of the pars plana. After the vitreous
and lens were removed, scans were performed with the internal surface of the iris facing the probe, and in a plane orthogonal to the orientation of the ciliary processes, which are radially arranged with respect to the pupil. The relatively low
resolution of the 20-MHz transducer suggests the individual processes but these are clearly visualized in the photoacoustic
image (large arrows). Also seen photoacoustically are zonular fibers (thin arrows). The bright, irregular surface seen
below the processes is consistent with the ‘‘washboard’’ texture of the posterior surface of the iris, which is highly
pigmented.

Safety is a major concern in any ophthalmic application of lasers. Under ANSI guidelines (ANSI 2007), for
wavelengths in the visible to NIR (400–1400 nm, the
‘‘retinal hazard region’’), any point light source is treated
as being focused by the cornea and lens to an approximately 20 mm diameter spot on the retina. In our PAI
system, the 1-mJ laser beam has a high degree of spatial
coherence and must be treated as such a point source.
The relevant quantity for ophthalmic safety calculations
is the total energy entering the eye through the pupil. If
we assume that areas irradiated by consecutive laser
pulses in a rapid scanning system do not overlap, the
single-exposure maximum permissible exposure (MPE)
standard is applicable. For a laser beamwidth smaller
than the maximum pupil aperture, the energy must be
averaged over the pupil area for comparison with the
MPE (Sliney and Wolbarsht 1980). The 1-mJ pulse energy
of our system averaged over a dilated pupil of 7 mm diameter is 2.56 mJ/cm2, which is a factor of 10 larger than the

MPE of 0.25 mJ/cm2 at 532 nm for a 5-ns pulse and
approximately equal to the MPE of 2.5 mJ/cm2 at 1064
nm. We deem these levels to be acceptable for the preliminary feasibility studies described in this report. Since the
PAI signal, especially at 532 nm, was quite high, in fact
exceeding the pulse/echo signal in magnitude in some
instances, we are confident that power densities compliant
with ophthalmic ANSI standards will be practicable.
Since our study was restricted to ex vivo tissues,
hemoglobin was effectively not present leaving melanin
as the primary chromophore. In contrast, hemoglobin
will be a major chromophore in vivo. Consequently,
potential clinical applications of PAI would include visualization of microcirculation in the retina and choroid in
conditions such as macular degeneration and diabetic retinopathy. This, coupled with the ability of PAI to detect
melanin, would be useful in evaluation of small melanomas and nevi. Potentially, PAI optical wavelengths
suitable for detection of pathology-associated pigments
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such as lipofuscin (absorbing in the blue) could be performed. Imaging of deoxyhemoglobin might allow detection of regions of ischemia or anoxia in tumors and the
optic nerve in glaucoma.
Use of a focused light source necessitates data acquisition serially, one vector at a time. While the present setup utilized relatively slow linear stages and laser pulse
rates for scanning, requiring over one-second per scan
plane, much higher speeds can be realized even with
mechanically scanned systems. Though real-time imaging
can be performed by combining a linear array with an
unfocused pulsed laser (Kolkman et al. 2008), such
systems would lack the enhanced resolution obtained by
use of a focused light source as described in this report.
The ultimate goal would be development a high-speed
high-resolution PAI system for 3-D imaging of the region
of the macula, as is now performed with OCT (de Bruin
et al. 2008).
The fovea, located in the center of the macula and the
seat of sharp central vision, is routinely imaged in OCT.
Because it measures just 1 mm in diameter by 120 mm
in depth (Atchison et al. 2006), it cannot generally be visualized with pulse/echo ultrasound. The use of a focused
laser as detailed in this study may allow PAI to resolve
this clinically important structure, especially if PAI, as is
generally the case with ophthalmic OCT scanners, could
be coupled with scanning laser ophthalmoscopy to
provide simultaneous real-time imaging of the retinal
surface. Furthermore, because PAI is not dependent
upon ballistic photons as is OCT, it will have the potential
to image to greater depths, offering improved depiction of
the choroid, which is poorly visualized with OCT.

CONCLUSION
PAI is an imaging modality that detects optical
absorption and is, thus, independent of tissue properties
detected by conventional pulse/echo ultrasound and
OCT. Because PAI can be performed simultaneously
with conventional pulse/echo ultrasound, these modalities
can be readily combined in image fusion. For the thin
tissue layers of the eye, the use of a focused laser may
provide sufficient resolution to visualize structures such
as the fovea that are beyond the resolution capabilities
of pulse/echo ultrasound and because of its lack of dependence on ballistic photons, it may offer improved penetration compared to OCT.
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